


This 3 days 2 nights Kaoshiung tour will bring you to one of the largest 
shopping malls, taste Taiwan famous dessert, experience painting a paper 
umbrella and enjoy the drumming performance. Certainly, you will not miss 
the famous attractions in Kaohsiung such as the Dome of Light and Liuhe 
Night Market. This tour is especially appropriate for family vacation! 
 
On the first day, you can choose to take High Speed Rail or other 
transportation from other cities to Kaohsiung. Your tour guide will meet and 
greet with you at Zuoying Station. Your first stop is Fo Guang Shan Buddha 
Memorial Centre. You will see the “Big Buddha”, the highest seated 
bronzemade in the world. Your next stop is Meinong Folk Village. You can 
experience painting  a Hakka traditional paper umbrella. Your first day tour 
will end at Liuhe Tourist Night Market  where you can taste famous seafood 
congee, papaya milk and many other Taiwanese local delicacies! 
 
On the second day, you have two tour options. Option A will bring you to the  
Sunny Hill where you can taste the world famous Taiwan dessert, pineapple 
cake. The next stop is Cijing that you will take a ferry, cycling on the old 
streets and taste seafood cuisine. The main attraction for this option is 
visiting Taroko Park. It is the newest shopping mall in  the Southern Taiwan. 
At the park, there is one Suzuka Circuit Park where  you can drive the go-
kart or experience trolley, air racer and other recreational facilities. If you 
are travelling with teenagers, then tour option B is more suitable for you. 
You will enjoy a day at the Greek mythology E-Da Theme Park and European 
outlet mall.  The park also has theme sport center, luxurious cinema,  
restaurants and Ferris Wheel. Both tour options will end at the Dome of 
Light which is the biggest public glass art installation in the world.  
 
On the last day, we will bring you to Ten Drum Ciaotou Creative Park.  You 
cannot missed the brilliant drumming performance at the park. It is 
combined with drumming, water curtain, 4D projection technology and 
traditional Chinese folk performances. After the tour at the park, you will 
drop off at the HSR Zuoying Station and own arrangement back to Taipei.  

Overview 



Fo Guang Shan Buddha Memorial Centre 

Meinong Folk Village  
Meinong district is a Hakka Village. 60 years ago, the Mr. Zheng learn 
about the skill about paper umbrella, he built the factory to producing it. 
Through the years, the paper umbrella industry was decline, Mr. Zheng 
hope the later generation can recognize it, he founded the Folk Village. 
Here, you can experience painting Paper Umbrella, recognize the 
knowledge of Hakka culture, drink the “pounded tea” which is the Hakka 
beverage, buy the fashionable ready-made paper umbrella and beautiful 
traditional Hakka bag! 

Highlights 
 

The Fo Guang Shan is established in 1967, it is the largest Buddhist 
organization in Taiwan. When the founder Master Hsing Yun held the 
Bodhgaya International Full Ordination in India, a Tibetan lama Kunga 
Dorje Rinpoche gave the last remaining tooth relics of Gautama Buddha . 
Because the Fo Guan Shan promote cultural exchange about Buddhism 
lone time, he hoped the tooth relics can preservation forever. It 
symbolize the everlasting presence of the Buddha dharma. The center is 
opened in 2011, and the area is over 100 hectares. The landmark “Fo 
Guang Big Buddha” is 50 meters high. It is the highest seated bronze-
made in the world. You can appreciate Buddhist art work, knowledge 
and learn life education during the visit.  

Liuhe Tourist Night Market  

In daytime, the Liuhe 2nd road is only a straight, wide road, but it turn 
into a night market in the evening! Over 170 vendors, the Liuhe Night 
Market is the most famous night market in Southern Taiwan. You can 
eat mackerel thick soup, seafood congee, roast meat, Dongshan duck 
head, parity price steak…….and other Taiwanese famous food! 



Highlights 
 
Sunny Hills (Taste a Pineapple cake) 
The shop founder Mr. Hsu is a electronic company boss before he 
founded the Sunny Hills. Because of  rural area people migrate to 
metropolis, his hometown was decline, he want to look after the local 
farmer and increase the chance of job vacancy, Mr. Hsu founded the 
pineapple cake shop. Now, pineapple cake is a famous dessert in Taiwan, 
and sunny hills is one of the Taiwan popularity specialty shop.   
In the sunny hills, you can taste the Taiwan famous dessert with tea in 
wide and comfortable space. 

Cijin Ferry Experience and Old Street  

Cijin is a small Island in Kaohsiung, people can pass through the tunnel 
by a vehicle or taking a ferry from downtown to island. The cheap fee 
and special experience attracted most people to taking ferry. The 
traveling time from Gushan to Cijin only 5~10 minutes. In Cijin, you 
can ride a bicycle to old street, seaside park, lighthouse or port. In 
lighthouse and port, you also can mount at highest point and see the 
Kaohsiung Port and city scenery. You can taste the fresh and delicious 
seafood at lunch! 

Taroko Park (Affiliated Suzuka Circuit Park)  

The Taroko Park is the comprehensive shopping mall, the total area is 
27,000 level ground, the facilities included a shopping mall, restaurant 
cinema, fitness Centre the most impressive is Suzuka Circuit Park! The 
Mini Suzuka Circuit is authorized from Japan, you can drive the go-kart 
through S corner, overpass, hairpin curve, spoon curve in 600 meters 
race track. The park also have Carousel, trolley, air racer, free wall, 
Ferris wheel and other recreational facilities. The attraction is suitable 
for family. 



Highlights 
 
E-Da Theme Park & Outlet Mall 
The E-Da World area is more than 90 hectare, included hotel, school, 
theme park and outlet mall. The style of the theme park is ancient 
Greek mythology, it is unique in Taiwan.  The theme park divided into 3 
zones, there have more than 30 recreational facilities in Trojan Castle 
zone. In afternoon, you can visit the European outlet mall and shopping 
in the space which the ceiling can represent the daytime and night by 
music and light, the Trevi Fountain is worth to see. There also have 
theme sport center, luxurious cinema,  restaurant and Ferris Wheel, a 
family is suitable for visiting a day!   

The Dome of Light 

The dome of light is located in upper part of the MRT Formosa 
Boulevard Station. It is the biggest public glass art installation in the 
world. The artwork is made by Maestro Narcissus Quagliata, an 
international artist. The area is 660 square meters divided into 4 
creative theme: water, earth, light and fire. The amazing art piece spans 
a 30-meter diameter, as visitors walk around, views of story of human 
life, transitioning from the section that represents water, the womb of 
life, to earth, which embodies the act of growing and prospering are to 
be seen. There are also sections on light and fire, the latter representing 
on the one hand destruction and on the latter rebirth. The main 
message that pervades the dome, however, is one of love and tolerance. 



Highlights 
 

Ten Drum Ciaotou Creative Park  

The park is located in part of Ciaotou sugar refinery and founded in 
2010, the business philosophy is “conservative and innovative”, the 
owner reuse a abandoned sugar warehouse in cultural and creative 
industries, but still remain the original appearance of sugar refinery. In 
the creativity park, you will not missed the performance, it combined 
drumming, water curtain, 4D projection technology and traditional 
Chinese folk performances, the represent style is stirring to people. If 
the time permit, you can appreciate the artwork in the park slowly, 
understanding how to making a drum and drum types, experience a 
drumming can release your working stress! 



Schedule 

Day 1 【Taipei → Kaohsiung】 

Pick up at HSR Zuoying (Kaohsiung) Station － Fo Guang 
Shan Buddha Memorial Centre － Meinong Folk Village 
(Painting a Paper Umbrella Experience) － Liuhe Night 
Market － Overnight at Kaohsiung Hotel 

Breakfast 

X 

Lunch 

Vegetarian Cuisine 

Dinner 

X 

Hotel: Chateau de Chine Kaohsiung (4* or similar) 

Day 3 【Kaohsiung → Taipei】 

Hotel Pickup － Ten Drum Ciaotou Creative Park 
(Drumming Performance Time: 10:30am)－ Drop off at 
HSR Zuoying (Kaohsiung) Station － Tour Ends 

Breakfast 

Hotel 

Lunch 

At Ten Drum Ciatou 

Creative Park 

Dinner 

X 

Hotel: X 

Day 2 【Kaohsiung 】 

 Option A: Hotel Pickup － Sunny Hills (The Pier-2 Art 
Centre Branch, Taste a Pineapple cake) － Cijin Ferry 
Experience － Cijin Old Street (Ride a Bike) －Taroko 
Park (Affiliated Suzuka Circuit Park) － 

 Option B: Hotel Pickup － E-Da Theme Park & Outlet 
Mall － 

The Dome of Light － Overnight at Kaohsiung Hotel 

Breakfast 

Hotel 

Lunch 

Seafood Cuisine 

Dinner 

X 

Hotel: Chateau de Chine Kaohsiung (4* or similar) 

 



LENGTH OF TOUR 
3 Day, 2 Overnight 
 
VEHICLE TYPE & RESTRICTIONS 
01 – 06 PAX – Volkswagen Caravelle 
07 – 08 PAX – Volkswagen Crafter  
08 – 19 PAX – Mini Bus 
20 – 41 PAX – Tourist Coach 
 Selection of vehicle depends on group size 
 From Taipei to Kaohsiung, you can choose to take 

High Speed Rail (own expense). 
 
PREFERRED LANGUAGE OF TOUR GUIDE 
Mandarin, English, France, German, Thai, Cantonese, 
Russian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish and others. 
 
INCLUDED 
 Transportation (included HSR ticket) 
 Tour Guide & Driver ‘s service fee 
 Lodging 
 Tickets: All the entrance fee 
 Meal as listed 
 Painting a paper umbrella experience fee 
 Insurance: NTD $2,000,000 Liability & NTD 

$30,000 Medical insurance Per Person 
 
NOT INCLUDED 
 Shopping Stops: Absolutely No Shopping Stops 

Unless Directly Requested by Clients. 
 Tour Guide & Driver ‘s tips 
 Lunch and Dinner 
 Rent a bike fee and Suzuka circuit park facilities fee 

 
REMARKS 
Lion Travel reserves right to modify itinerary without 
prior notice in cases of unforeseen operational 
difficulties or due to force majeure.  
 

QUOTATION 
Please contact us for an accurate quotation. 
 
PAYMENT METHODS & TERMS 
 Bank Wire Transfer (In USD) 
 Credit Card Authorization (In NTD) 
 
50% of total fare to be deposited no later than 
agreed upon deadline informed by your service 
personnel to guarantee reservations 
 
Fare to be paid in full no later than 5 working days 
prior to start of tour 
 
If itinerary is confirmed less than 5 working days 
before start of tour, then fare must be fully paid 
to guarantee reservations 
 
CANCELLATIONS TERMS 
 
Over 07 Working days prior to start of scheduled 
tour - Full refund of deposit minus incurred costs 
previously authorized by payee 
 
06-04 Working days prior to start of scheduled 
tour - forfeit 70% of total fare 
 
00-04 Working days prior to start of scheduled 
tour - forfeit 100% of total fare 
 
Not Exactly  What You Want? 
 
Contact us for a free consultation and immediate 
customization. 
 

mailto:EnglishService@liontravel.com
http://en.liontravel.com/taiwantravelservice/TourPlanning.aspx

